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Effective Transitions at Ross High
School
Why the work is done

Ross High School in East Lothian is
working hard to be an active and
responsible centre of its local
community. As part of its drive to
promote and recognise
achievement for all its young people,
in and out of sChool, Ross High
School has forged strong working
links with a number of other learning'
partners, in particular. the primary
schools in its cluster and the CLD
service staff. The Ross High cluster
has ten primary schools serving a
diverse rural and urban area with
pockets of deprivation. These
features have led the school and its
partners to adopt an innovative
approach to primary to secondary
and school to work transitions.

What the work involves and how it
links to Curriculum for Excellence

The Cluster Development Plan
expresses the commitment of the
ten schools in the cluster to work
together to develop coherent 3-18
learning provision which embraces
Curriculum for Excellence. The
Head Teachers are committed to
delivering services for young people
in partnership with the CLD Service
and a wide range of other partners.

The overarching aim of the
partnership work is to raise

achievement. All schools want to
support all young people to
experience success and confidence
in their learning and achievements.
A forum, which includes all local
agencies and partners, meets
regularly to coordinate activities and
identify gaps in provision. This
means that resources can be
directed more effectively and young
people can be encouraged to
access appropriate opportunities to
extend their learning and promote
their achievements.

Partnership working has focused on
the two areas of transition, P7 to S1
and 16+, to ensure maximum impact
for potentially vulnerable young
people. The primary to secondary
transition work is delivered on two
levels. The smaller rural primary
schools work with CLD staff to deliver
an ongoing programme of
confidence building to prepare young
people for the move to a large
secondary. More vulnerable and less
confident young people are identified
early in P6 and an enhanced
programme of confidence building
activities is delivered jointly with
secondary staff and CLD staff.

The school had identified that a
number of young people were not
making positive progress into
sustained destinations on leaving
school. Working closely with a
number of partners including CLD,
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